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Minutes of the Meeting of the Waverley Cycle Forum 
13th July 2017   

Website: http://cycleforum.org.uk/waverley/ 

Present: 
Chris Peck (CP)    Chair – Godalming Cycle Campaign 
David Kirkham (DK)    Godalming Cycle Campaign 
Cllr Richard Seaborne (RS)   WBC  
Cllr Maurice Byham (MB)   WBC 
Chris Meeks (CM)    Friends of the Earth Waverley 
Martin Archer (MA)    Godalming Cycle Campaign  
Myra Newnes-Smith (MNS)   
Angela Richardson (AR)    

Apologies 
Tom Lankester (TL)    Transition Town Farnham 
David Moxon (DM)    Elstead 
Harry Noyes (HN)     
Becky Willson (BW)    SCC Cycling Officer 

1. Resignation of David Kirkham as Chairman and Appointment of 
successor 

Following the discussion during February’s Cycle Forum DK 
approached TL with regards taking over as chair of the Cycle Forum 
but TL was unable to take on this role. 

At the meeting CP was willing to accept the role of chair if it was 
limited to a period of one year.  The cycle forum accepted his offer 
and the meeting proceeded with CP as chair.   

2. Review of Progress on tasks and Schemes 
• Cranleigh Ewhurst Path – No representatives  

• Scholars and Weyside Greenways, Farnham -- No positive 
developments in Farnham.   Three opportunities for planning gain 
along the Weyside Greenway (NCN22 route through the town centre) 
were lost.  One of which put in a fence blocking it.  Another 
development installed a couple of dropped curbs but these led to a 
set of steps. 
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• Elstead to Milford – No further news to report on this route but 
progress is being made with the Elstead Village Plan. 

• Broadwater Park – Godalming Cycle Campaign (GCC) continue to 
work with the Broadwater Advisory Group in order to improve 
cycling around the park. A strategy has been prepared by members 
of GCC and discussions are ongoing with Waverley’s Parks and 
Countryside Department about implementation. 

• Dunsfold Aerodrome – CP suggested that the Aerodrome 
development and other large developments in eastern part of the 
borough are opportunities to design for cycling and to secure 
planning gain for improving cycling infrastructure in the area. 

3. Effectiveness of Group 
A general discussion was held with the following points were raised 

It was important that County Councillors were involved in the Cycle 
Forum.  Following the recent elections Andrew Povey was elected for 
Cranleigh & Ewhurst and Penny Rivers was elected for Godalming 
North. Both should be invited to the next meeting. 

We should look at other groups to see how we can be more effective.  
A particular local example is the Guildford Bicycle User Group 
(GBUG) which has been quite effective. 

It was suggested that we should focus on areas involving site visits 
with Cycling Officers. 

The question of how many people cycled in Waverley was raised.  
While an answer was not available the ‘Propensity to Cycle Tool’, 
which was initially funded by the DfT.  The tool can be found at 
http://www.pct.bike. 

4. Proposed Guildford-Milford strategic cycle route 
Martyn Sandford and Godalming Cycle Campaign have been working 
on a proposal to create continuous cycleway between Guildford and 
Milford. The proposal consists of a main route with connecting 
‘branches’ to link local centres of population and amenities. A draft of 
the proposal was presented to the forum with the expectation of 
submitting the proposal more formally at a subsequent meeting.   
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5. Waverley Local Plan 
The New Waverley Local Plan is being progressed. The Examination 
Hearing for Local Plan Part 1 (LPP1) is ongoing, this covers Strategic 
Policies and Sites. It was thought that Local Plan Part 2 (LPP2) would 
be more relevant and we should provide input as the opportunity 
arise. 

6. Date of the next meeting 
Tuesday 10th October was proposed, this is subject to the availability 
of personnel and a room.   

        


